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1. Describe the consortium's efforts to design, implement, and/or improve programs of study during the Perkins V transition year.
  

The Carlton +2 Consortium is in the midst of its own transition.  Not only are they trying to circumvent Perkins IV to Perkins V, but each district has
to determine what “new” consortium they would like to join.  Due to not meeting the Perkins V consortium requirements (postsecondary partner
opted out and they did not meet their numbers of CTE students) they also had a shift in leadership.  With their new leadership it will take a little
time to determine where to design, implement, and/or improve their programs of study.  Their new leader will focus on where they are at so that
they have a solid foundation to move forward with their new consortium.
 
At the secondary level, many of the schools participated in career related events such as Construct Tomorrow, campus visits, career nights and
industry visits.  The consortia is also involved in a new opportunity with the Northeast Service Cooperative and the Northwest Service
Cooperative areas. There is a joint $3,000,000 non-competitive grant that has been awarded. Nine secondary schools in the consortia are going
to highly benefit in this for equipment, training, and staff development opportunities. 
Below you will find a list of ways each of the schools have leveraged the MDE Grant to support CTE. 
Money Spent/Requested by Districts September 16, 2020
Barnum:
· Equipment ordered to provide the foundation for their new construction career’s pathway=$2,782.06
o Plasma Cutter grate &amp; parts
o Small engine miscellaneous tools
o 3-D Printer
o Pressure washer
o Miter Saw
· Engino Makerspace from Amazon=$1,774.64
· Mobile STEM Lab from Kids Spark Education=$2,079.92
· STEM reaction Kit from Lakeshore Learning=$399.92
· Lego Education SPIKE set from Lego Education=$1,319.80
· 40 sixteen-foot tape measures from Wholesale Contractor Supply=$205.20
· Pool C request to plan best way to execute overall CTE grant=$3,000 @ $35 an hour.
o Funds will cover planning time for a district wide collaborative team to meet during the summer and into the fall to plan our career and technical
education programs. This team will be made up of career and technical education teachers within the Barnum school district and eventually
include area partners in industry.
· Pool C request for Practical Assessment Exploration System (PAES) Lab=$30,178.52
o A classroom at Barnum high school will be converted to a work development lab where students from Barnum, Moose Lake and Willow River
become employees and teachers become employers. The lab will be used to assess student competitive work potential an interest levels while
simultaneously exploring various jobs using real tools and developing proper work behavior in the following five areas: computer technology,
construction/industrial, processing/production, consumer/service and business/ marketing. The program will serve grades 7-12.
•Moose Lake and Willow River will transport students to Barnum
•Schedules and cost to be determined once lab is in place and fall schedules are set at each school
•Barnum schools will provide the room and the staff with the teacher and their high school
•The PAES Lab will provide the students with:
•Work and light skill training
•Vocational work assessment
•Work exploration
•Appropriate work behavior development
•An accurate description of student performance and employment potential
Carlton:
· Tools for woodshop to teach Construction Tech =$1,888
•The equipment purchased will be used in the Carlton wood shop to teach construction tech
•This equipment will be used so students are exposed to real-world job sites in the community making real world things such as cabinets furniture
and sheds for community members
· STEM Lab—request includes monies for three classrooms. K-5, 6-7 and 8-12=$70,391 from First Technologies
•Kids Spark
•3D Printer
•Laser Cutter
•Laser Engraver
•Dobot
· STEM Lab—request includes monies for three classrooms. K-5, 6-7 and 8-12 from Citon Computer Corporation=$10,014 for 10 Lenovo laptop
computers
· Pool C request for training on STEM Lab Kid’s Spark for four teachers=$815 @$35 an hour
•Each teacher will be trained by Rich Herbst a retired Technology &amp; Engineering instructor who taught at Jefferson Middle School in
Jefferson, Wisconsin for 37 years. Rich Herbst is the onsite teacher-trainer from First Technologies as well as for the Kids Lab STEAM program
for K-5 grade level instructors.
•The training will guide each teacher thru the basics with hands-on learning sessions for the 3D printing, electronics, and engineering lessons.
· Pool C request for Practical Assessment Exploration System (PAES) Lab=$30,178.52
•A classroom at Wrenshall high school will be converted to a work development lab where students from Wrenshall and Carlton become
employees and teachers become employers. The lab will be used to assess student competitive work potential an interest levels while
simultaneously exploring various jobs using real tools and developing proper work behavior in the following five areas: computer technology,
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construction/industrial, processing/production, consumer/service and business/ marketing. The program will serve grades 7-12.
•Carlton will transport students to Wrenshall
•Schedules and cost to be determined once lab is in place and fall schedules are set at each school
•Wrenshall schools will provide the room and the staff with the teacher and their high school
•The PAES Lab will provide the students with:
•Work and light skill training
•Vocational work assessment
•Work exploration
•Appropriate work behavior development
•An accurate description of student performance and employment potential
Cloquet:
· Equipment to create a fab lab at Cloquet high school from First Technologies for $208,357.45
•Cloquet will be adding a manufacturing career pathway allowing the instructors to introduce a number of facets within the manufacturing sector
•Two different purchase orders from First Technologies the first is for $99,904.51
•The second from First Technologies is for $108,452.94
•SolidWorks &amp; Mastercam software license
•Metal lathe
•Vertical Mill
•4 x 8 CNC router table
•Laser engraver
•3-D printer
•UV Flatbed printer
•Tech Router
•The reason for two different orders would place it over the $175,000 amount that would have required sealed bids
•Max Udovich from First Technologies has been involved in helping set up and train the Cloquet high school instructors
· Pool C request for $2,800 @ $35 to pay two high school industrial tech instructors
•This is a request of 40 hours each for collaboration time during the summer
•This preparation time will include:
oInstalling the machinery
oTraining on the equipment
oPutting the equipment into service
oCreating prototypes
· This fall there will be a collaboration with the business and technology education departments to design and implement a program were students
in grades 9 through 12 (funds NOT requested yet)
•Design market and sell a product to build a self-sustaining program
•Through the programming classes students will learn how to safely operate the various equipment
•Produce a sellable product from raw material to finish and package
•Students will learn about career opportunities in the field through hands-on experiences and field trips
•Students will work on creating a business marketing plan
•Create marketing materials
•Design and build a selling platform on which to sell their product
Cromwell-Wright:
· Wood sander from First Technologies=$17,375
•This wood sander will help students explore the wood trades
•This 37-inch-wide belt sander for wood will help sand smooth edges and faces of boards and will help getting wood to a set thickness
•This wood sander will prepare the students for the careers in which they will be able to use a wood sanding machine
· Metal sander from First Technologies=$17,335
•This metal sander will help sand Polish and smooth edges on metal after being cut from the star lab plasma table
•It will have a metal dust collector and will help students explore the metal trades in class
· 4 x 8 CNC Router Table, Metal Lathe and Vertical Milling Machine from First Technologies=$49,135.75
•This equipment is part of the continual improvement of manufacturing engineering and construction programs better high school
•This equipment is approved and aligned with programs that will provide students the opportunity to gain real-world hands-on skills needed in the
21st century
•Equipment is directly aligned with industry partners and education partners
•Students will have the opportunity to earn college credits in partnership with Lake Superior College
Esko:
· Two electric trainers from First Technologies=$4,630
•For Exploring the Trades class
•These two trainers will provide students the opportunity to learn about
•Ohms law
•DC electric
•Careers associated with them
· Two pneumatic trainers from First Technologies=$6,814
•For Exploring the Trades class
•These two trainers will provide students the opportunity to learn about pneumatics and careers associated with them
· CNC Mill from First Technologies=$31,257
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•The CNC mill will be used in multiple classes and FIRST robotics
•Students will have the opportunity to learn more about it career in the trades
•Machine will improve the robotics robots and allow students to machine their own parts
· 3-D experience yearly subscription from First Technologies=$1,800
•Students will be able to continue to work on 3D modeling while in the hybrid or distant learning environment
•Students will learn the concepts of 3D modeling instead of those just present at school
· Two ten pack drone kits with curriculum from Pitsco for $5,355
•These drone kits will provide students with the opportunity to learn more programming skills
McGregor:
· Instructional software from Applied Educational System=$599
•Software will be used in my McGregor’s new career class for juniors
oThis program will help students learn about themselves
oExplorer careers
oExplore educational opportunities
oDevelop a professional portfolio
Moose Lake:
· STEM Lab—request from First Technologies=$19,309
•Affina printer
•Ultimaker 3D printer
•Vinyl cutter
•3D scanner
•Industrial technology and robotics classes will use the scanner and printer to create parts for their projects
•The career pathway is Engineering/ Manufacturing/Technology
•Moose Lake is aligning with the Manufacturing Engineering Career and Technical Education pathway
· Sub teacher pay pertaining to grant planning=$295.87
•Industrial technology teacher and high school principal met to develop programs of study in manufacturing career and construction while working
on the MDE program application
•Industrial technology instructor worked to update his course syllabi to complete a career and technical education program of study application
•Course syllabi updated to include career experiences and align with career and technical education programs of in the pathway of engineering
construction and manufacturing
· Pool C request for Practical Assessment Exploration System (PAES) Lab=$30,178.52
•A classroom at Barnum high school will be converted to a work development lab where students from Barnum, Moose Lake and Willow River
become employees and teachers become employers. The lab will be used to assess student competitive work potential an interest levels while
simultaneously exploring various jobs using real tools and developing proper work behavior in the following five areas: computer technology,
construction/industrial, processing/production, consumer/service and business/ marketing. The program will serve grades 7-12.
•Moose Lake and Willow River will transport students to Barnum
•Schedules and cost to be determined once lab is in place and fall schedules are set at each school
•Barnum schools will provide the room and the staff with the teacher and their high school
•The PAES Lab will provide the students with:
•Work and light skill training
•Vocational work assessment
•Work exploration
•Appropriate work behavior development
•An accurate description of student performance and employment potential
Willow River:
· Five Computers to teach advanced CAD Programming from CDI Technologies=$4,577
•Request is made because Willow River currently has no computers capable of running a CAD program other than the instructor’s computer
•This would be used in conjunction with the current CNC router that Willow River has
•Instructor will be able to teach advanced CAD programming and be able to create more complex designs to use on the CNC router
· Four I-Pads from Apple=$9,195.96
•For Video Yearbook class and potential video-TV production course and live streaming
•Willow River will be able to shift there are video editing programs from a no longer supported program that is currently in place
•Current computers are reaching end of their lifespan it may not be replaced with desktop so video editing would become even more difficult
· 4 x 4 CNC Plasma Table from First Technologies=$22,631
•This purchase is to utilize the machine to give students exposure to CNC machine operation
•This machine will also be used in concurrent enrollment manufacturing college classes that Willow River is developing with Pine Tech
· Pool C request for Practical Assessment Exploration System (PAES) Lab=$30,178.52
•A classroom at Barnum high school will be converted to a work development lab where students from Barnum, Moose Lake and Willow River
become employees and teachers become employers. The lab will be used to assess student competitive work potential an interest levels while
simultaneously exploring various jobs using real tools and developing proper work behavior in the following five areas: computer technology,
construction/industrial, processing/production, consumer/service and business/ marketing. The program will serve grades 7-12.
•Moose Lake and Willow River will transport students to Barnum
•Schedules and cost to be determined once lab is in place and fall schedules are set at each school
•Barnum schools will provide the room and the staff with the teacher and their high school
•The PAES Lab will provide the students with:
oWork and light skill training
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oVocational work assessment
oWork exploration
oAppropriate work behavior development
oAn accurate description of student performance and employment potential
Wrenshall:
· Power tools from Acme Tools=$6,259.64
•Update woodworking and construction equipment
•Construction pathways for Construction/woodworking classes/careers
· Equipment from Acme Tools=$1,859.74
•Will be used on off-site construction jobsites
•The career cluster is manufacturing technology and engineering specifically the architectural construction area
•The equipment purchased will be used when students are exposed to real-world job sites within the Wrenshall community
•Students will make real-world things such as garages decks and sheds for community members
· 4 X 8 CNC router from First Technologies=$29,089
•This router will allow students access to the career wheel of engineering manufacturing and technology
•Students will learn the basics of CNC systems which will allow them to understand the basics of machining
•The router will be used in cabinetmaking classes to enhance the products that students will be able to produce
•Students will be able to contribute to student run business with the use of this machine
•Sign making cabinets and custom woodworking projects will allow students to express creativity and learn through machining
· Laser Engraver from First Technologies=$32,227
•The career cluster is manufacturing technology and engineering specifically the architectural construction area
•Students will be exposed to real-world job skills
•Students will be able to design and manufacture a variety of projects
· Pool C request for professional development between Business Instructor Elie Swanson and Industrial Technology Instructor Chris Gustafson
for 40 hours each @$35 an hour=$2,800
•The goals and expectations of this collaboration are:
·Putting the CNC router into service
·Creating prototype products for sale for students’ samples
·Putting laser engraver into service
·Creating the structure for a student business including lesson plans for the three basic units of business creation
·Small business plan
·Marketing and communication
·Money management
•At the end of the 80 hours instructors will have working equipment several prototypes of home decor the three basic units are business education
mapped out and lesson plans developed
· Pool C request for Practical Assessment Exploration System (PAES) Lab=$30,178.52
•A classroom at Wrenshall high school will be converted to a work development lab where students from Wrenshall and Carlton become
employees and teachers become employers. The lab will be used to assess student competitive work potential an interest levels while
simultaneously exploring various jobs using real tools and developing proper work behavior in the following five areas: computer technology,
construction/industrial, processing/production, consumer/service and business/ marketing. The program will serve grades 7-12.
•Carlton will transport students to Wrenshall
•Schedules and cost to be determined once lab is in place and fall schedules are set at each school
•Wrenshall schools will provide the room and the staff with the teacher and their high school
•The PAES Lab will provide the students with:
•Work and light skill training
•Vocational work assessment
•Work exploration
•Appropriate work behavior development
•An accurate description of student performance and employment potential

  
2.Explain how size, scope, and quality informed your data-determined decisions concerning programs of study and local uses of funds.
  

 

Carlton +2 Consortium schools POS are developed based on needs within the region which leads to the hiring of a qualified instructor who is
preferably a CTE licensed teacher at the secondary level.  Due to the size of some of the schools, it is almost impossible to sustain programs in
all areas to meet regional needs. These smaller schools have a limited number of students who can and are willing to take CTE courses due to
scheduling conflicts and limited opportunities in course offerings.  Size, Scope and Quality needs to be evaluated based on a school district's
ability to sustain such a program along with meeting the needs of regional industries
At the postsecondary level, we not only look at each program individually (size) but also look at what is happening regionally to determine how to
best utilize funds.  Advisory boards, workforce development boards and industry input play a major role in helping guide our efforts.

  
3.Describe the consortium's efforts to partner with business, industry, and local communities and to provide CTSO experiences to students.  What were
your successes and challenges?
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Both Fond du Lac and the secondary schools work collaboratively with their community, businesses and industries to provide as many
experiences for our students as possible.  Many of the teachers work/worked with area businesses and industries not only to provide tours but
also to work collaboratively on projects. 
 
Challenges:  COVID put a stop to many of our partnerships due to safety concerns. 

  
4.Describe successes and challenges in your efforts to improve service to special populations during the transition year.
  
4a. Based on the data, what student group(s) did you identify as needing specific attention.  What resources were applied to address these concerns?
  
 ●No data to support this question
  
4b. How did your consortium provide support to students in special populations to ensure equitable access to programs leading to high-skill, high-wage
and in-demand occupations?
  
 ●No data to support this question
  
4c. How did your consortium provide academic support ensuring all CTE students made meaningful progress in performance, including subgroups of
students?
  
 ●No data to support this question
  
4d. How did your consortium support non-traditional (by gender) students (For example, women in traditionally male-dominated careers and men in
traditionally female-dominated careers)
  
 ●No data to support this question
  
4e. As you reflect on your service to special populations, what strategies were successful?  What strategies were not successful and why?
  
 ●No data to support this question
  
5. Describe successes and challenges in the consortium's efforts to improve transitions for students from high-school to college and/or career.
  
5a. Examples should include articulation, early-college credit, career and college readiness activities, transition of adult learners into the workforce, and
brokering with other consortia.
  
 1.Fond du Lac offers college in the school’s program for area high schools.  To the best of my knowledge they do not articulate any credits.  
  
5b. In addition to the narrative, please provide numbers of students participating in these categories.
  
 No data to support this question
  
6. Describe the consortium's efforts to BE BOLD during the transition year and beyond.  What innovation took place during the reporting year and what
was the impact?  What were the barriers or challenges to innovation?
  

 

The primary way of being bold was by navigating the challenges involved with staff turnover during the past fiscal year. It is difficult to develop a
culture of support for innovation when there are so many different people throughout the year coordinating the grant and the various CTE
programs in the consortium.
 
The challenges brought upon our member schools, instructors, and students due to COVID brought unique challenges that could not have been
anticipated. The consortium did its best to pivot in such a way that provided benefit to our programs, students, and staff, yet maintained the
requirements of Perkins V.

  
7. Describe Perkins-funded professional development (PD) that took place in the consortium during FY20.
  
7a. What was the total Perkins-funded investment in PD for the year?
  

 To the best of my knowledge:
1.$6,174.89 was spent on professional development

  
7b. Who (positions, not specific names) benefited from professional development?
  
 1.CTE Licensed Teachers/students/administrators
  
7c. What professional development activities were conducted/sponsored?
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1.Annual Perkins Meeting
2.Tour of Manufacturing
3.OSHA 10 Training
4.MTEEA Conference
5.WITC Career Day
6.Career Safe
7.DECA Leadership Conference
8.Energy Design Conference
9.Construct Tomorrow Event
Due to COVID many of our events and professional development activities were canceled. 

  
7d. What topics were addressed and what were the related outcomes?
  
 No data to support this question
  
8. Recognizing that some students need multiple entry and exit points to CTE programs, describe how your consortium has helped students return to the
education system to complete their GED or secondary school education, or to learn a new skill following job loss.
  

 

Secondary schools provide as many opportunities for reentry of students that may have exited for a variety of reasons.  Schools also provide
students information regarding where/how/who they can contact regarding completing their GED. 
 
At the postsecondary level you will notice that many of the programs offer different levels of completion within multiple programs.  These levels of
completion build on each other from certifications, diplomas to degrees.  This allows students multiple entry and exits within their career field.  

  
9. What actions did the consortium take to advance teacher recruitment, retention, training, and education?  What were your successes and challenges?
 What would you change in the future?
  

 

Carlton +2 consortium has many smaller districts that struggle finding CTE teachers but also being able to offer multiple courses within a POS.
Some schools have been in communication with sharing teachers due to their proximity. 
 
The consortium is also working to find other possible entry points into the teaching profession and is beginning to collaborate with other
consortium's to determine how they find licensed teachers and provide them with the necessary credentials.

  
10. What actions did the consortium take to expand equitable access and opportunities for work-based learning for all students?  How were students
made aware of these opportunities?
  
 ●No data to support this question
  
11. What actions did the consortium take to improve integration of academic and technical skills in CTE programs?  Please provide specific examples in
your response.
  
 ●No data to support this question
  
12. Reflecting on your FY20 work, what “points of pride” or highlights would you like to share?
  

 
●FY20 was a difficult year in many ways for Carlton +2 Consortium.  From not meeting the states requirements as a consortium, having our
postsecondary partner pull out, consortium leader resigning to COVID.  This being said – I feel one of the highlights for FY20 is that all of the
districts came together and found a way to move forward.  

  


